Value investing or growth investing; which one is better
Value investing is a strategy for long term investors to buy in undervalued stocks. Stocks at the current
market price are to be compared with the intrinsic value of the stock. If the current value I lower than
the intrinsic value of the stock then it is an undervalued stock and vice versa. Higher the intrinsic value
betters the company it is. Value investing has different methods like price to earnings ratio, price to
book value and price to cash flow. But the most popular way of investing is price to earnings ratio. This
process is purely fundamental analysis. Sometimes the value investments go wrong when investors
mistaken low value as wrong value.
Growth investing is completely different from value investing. Investors look into good company with
better management and products. Infosys in 90’s was considered ass growth company as their earnings
are higher than their peers and company growth was higher than the industry and sector growth.
By studying different tables and analysis, we can say that value stocks become less negative than growth
stocks when market moves towards downside. Ironically when the market moves bottom and takes a U
turn, value stocks do better than the growth stocks. Growth stocks do better when market fails to show
any particular trends. Usually at that time growth stocks outperform the value stocks.
If an investor looks for risk to return ration and for a long term (>10 years), growth stocks beat the value
stocks by a handsome margins.
In a developed market, usually value stocks perform better than the growth stocks. But in Indian
scenario, it entirely depends upon the direction and valuation of the market. In Indian scenario, we have
seen that few growth stocks have outperformed the value stocks.
Disclaimer: This is just an observation and should not be considered as an invitation/recommendation
for buying or selling of a security or take any position. Wealth redefine does not take any loss/profit
occur by the investors. This article is only for the information purpose and should not be considered for
investment. Please discuss with your financial advisors before investments. Mutual funds are subject to
market risks. Please read all scheme related documents carefully before investing. This article is neither
encouraging not discouraging you to invest. Please consult your financial advisor before investing.
Author takes no burden for any kind of investments, profits and losses. Past performance does not
guarantee any future returns.
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